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Abstract
Popu ation genetic mode s of evo ution a ong inear environmenta gradients cannot
exp ain why adaptation stops at eco ogica margins This is because un ess mode s
impose reductions in carrying capacity at species edges the dominant effect of gene
f ow is to increase genetic variance and adaptive potentia rather than swamping oca
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adaptation This a ows the popu ation to match even very steep changes in trait op-
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ca gradients a a sigmoid steepening gradient and b a inear gradient with a f at
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tima We extend our previous simu ations to exp ore two non inear mode s of eco ogicentre of variab e width We compare the parameter conditions that a ow oca adaptation and range expansion from the centre with those that permit the persistence of
a perfect y adapted popu ation distributed across the entire range A ong non inear
gradients co onization is easier and extinction rarer than a ong a inear gradient This
is because the sha ow environmenta gradient near the range centre does not cause
gene f ow to increase genetic variation and so does not resu t in reduced popu ation
density However as gradient steepness increases gene f ow inf ates genetic variance
and reduces oca popu ation density sufficient y that genetic drift overcomes oca
se ection creating a finite range margin When a f at centre is superimposed on a inear gradient gene f ow increases genetic variation dramatica y at its edges eading to
an abrupt reduction in density that prevents niche expansion Remarkab y oca interruptions in a inear eco ogica gradient of a width much ess than the mean dispersa
distance can prevent oca adaptation beyond this f at centre In contrast to other
situations this effect is stronger and more consistent where carrying capacity is
high Practica y speaking this means that habitat improvement at patch margins wi
make evo utionary rescue more ike y By contrast even sma improvements in habitat at patch centres may confine popu ations to imited areas of eco ogica space
KEYWORDS

eco ogica margins oca adaptation niche expansion patchiness popu ation genetics

| I NTRO D U C TI O N

changing environments and so have finite ranges in space and
time Understanding when and where such imits to adaptation

Why is

oca

and

occur is critica for predicting species extinction rates in time

meaning that popu ations cannot track

their geographica distributions in space and the evo ution of

adaptation prevented in some eco ogica

genetic situations
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eco ogica communities Information on maximum rates of evo-

popu ations being ab e to match the oca trait optima in some parts

ution a ows estimates of where and when rapid environmenta

of the range but fai ing to do so in other parts of the range

change wi cause the oss of species from eco ogica communi-

When genetic variance is not a owed to evo ve as a resu t of

ties Understanding how genetic and eco ogica processes inter-

dispersa a ong a inear gradient Kirkpatrick

act a so a ows scientists to provide guidance on how to maximize

regimes emerge Un imited Adaptation where the trait evo ves to

evo utionary rates in popu ations that are c ose to critica rates of

match the spatia y changing se ective optimum everywhere

environmenta change

Adaptation where the popu ation is we adapted to the oca opti-

Sing e popu ation mode s for the maximum sustainab e rate of
evo ution

evo utionary rescue mode s Be

exc ude the

Barton

three
Limited

mum on y at the centre of the species range and Extinction where
the popu ation cannot be sustained at any point on the gradient

genetic and demographic effects of dispersa between eco ogica y

Limited Adaptation behaviour is characterized by asymmetrica dis-

divergent popu ations The movement of individua s and a e es be-

persa from the we adapted centra region where popu ation den-

tween different environments has two contrasting effects Brid e

sity is high to the poor y adapted margins In Un imited Adaptation

Po echov

Sgro

behaviour no density gradient is generated because the popu ation is

a it reduces popu ation mean fitness be-

we adapted everywhere Dispersa is therefore symmetrica across

Vines

Ha dane

Brid e

Vines

Conna on

cause the phenotypes of incoming individua s and their offspring are

the range a owing the popu ation to expand in niche space i e a ong

distant from the oca optima either by changing the trait mean or

the eco ogica gradient without imit

by increasing its variance or both and b it increases evo utionary
potentia by increasing oca genetic variation

By contrast a owing additive genetic variance to evo ve due
to dispersa between environments a ows adaptation a ong virtu-

Mode s exp oring the effect of gene f ow on oca adaptation

a y any steepness of eco ogica gradient over a very wide range of

have focussed on either a few eco ogica y divergent patches often

conditions and for a range of quantitative genetic mode s Barton

with different carrying capacities with varying eve s of dispersa

Eventua y however a deterministic imit is reached when the

between them see e g Legrande et a

for a review a se-

variance generated by dispersa reduces popu ation mean fitness

ries of popu ations with stepping stone dispersa e g A eaume

i e growth rate sufficient y to cause extinction throughout the

Benharira Pen

or the joint effect of gene f ow and

who e range despite a owing evo ution of the trait mean to match

se ection when individua s are distributed continuous y across a

the oca optimum everywhere At this deterministic imit a though

Ronce

inear eco ogica gradient in space Barton
Kawata

But in

Ha dane

Po echov

Po echov

Brid e Po echov

Kirkpatrick

Barton

the popu ation has sufficient genetic variance to track the rapid y

Barton

changing trait optima the standing oad caused by this amount of

These mode s of eco-

genetic variance reduces popu ation growth to zero so the popu a-

ogica margins exp icit y coup e popu ation genetics with popu ation

tion goes extinct everywhere across the range

eco ogy in that the match of a genetica y variab e trait to the optimum determines individua fitness see reviews by Brid e Po echov
et a

Brid e

Vines

Kawecki

Lenormand

Dispersa a ong eco ogica gradients generates a fitness cost termed
standing oad

When the trait mean matches the optimum this

| Effects of co onization and finite popu ation
size on ma adaptation
Barton

quantified the eco ogica and genetic conditions for

oad is the reduction in mean fitness that arises due to the increased

which a popu ation that begins perfect y adapted to a inear gradient

phenotypic variation in the popu ation that is generated by disper-

can be sustained However his ana yses did not inc ude stochastic

sa This standing oad reduces the rate of popu ation growth If the

effects on either a e e frequencies or popu ation dynamics Brid e

popu ation mean a so fai s to match the oca optimum there is an

et a

additiona ma adaptation oad which increases with the mismatch

imits to oca adaptation changed when a finite popu ation co onized

between the trait mean and its optimum and as the strength of se-

a inear gradient at its centre In addition they varied the maximum

ection increases However where a popu ations match the oca

productivity the carrying capacity of a patches across the range

trait optima gene f ow has no effect on the mean phenotype a -

to test the effect of popu ation density on oca adaptation These

though it sti affects the variance because a e es arrive and eave

simu ations showed that

a popu ations equa y so that gene f ow has no net effect on oca

sion was prevented at a ower gradient steepness than predicted

a e e frequencies Fe senstein

by deterministic mode s

Kirkpatrick

Barton

used individua based simu ations to exp ore how the

a

oca adaptation and niche expan-

for most of parameter space on y two

However where there is a mismatch between the oca trait mean

outcomes were observed a ong a inear gradient extinction every-

and the oca optimum i e ma adaptation oad asymmetrica mi-

where or adaptation without imit The fai ure to track a inear gradi-

gration is generated due to a gradient in density with density being

ent was associated with reduced popu ation density caused by the

highest where the mean matches the oca optimum This increases

evo ution of genetic variance as gradient steepness increased This

ma adaptation in popu ations at ower density and may cause oca

suggested that the stochastic effects of finite popu ation size pre-

popu ations to co apse through a positive feedback between ma -

vent adaptation at eco ogica margins

adaptation popu ation density and asymmetrica gene f ow A finite
range imit therefore forms However such a finite imit depends on

Po echov

and Barton

provided an ana ytica so ution

for the issue high ighted by Brid e et a

In particu ar they

|
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demonstrated that oca adaptation is prevented where popu ation

based on the effect of genetic oad on the power of se ection com-

density is reduced be ow a critica point by the oad imposed by

pared to genetic drift Po echov

the genetic variance generated by gene f ow Prevention of adapta-

Barton

In this paper we exp ore the critica drift thresho d for adapta-

tion was therefore due to genetic drift overcoming se ection rather

tion imits Po echov

than because of stochastic popu ation dynamics This critica imit

mode of Brid e et a

Barton

by extending the simu ation

is found without genetic constraints or fitness trade offs where

of different types of non inear eco ogica gradients on oca adap-

to test the effect of co onization and

a e e effects are unequa and in the presence of epistasis These

tation First y we use a perfect y adapted starting popu ation to

conc usions have recent y been extended to two dimensiona envi-

e iminate stochastic effects arising from co onization dynamics and

ronments Po echov

mode

the estab ishment of phenotypic c ines This a ows us to compare

therefore provides a genera exp anation for the fai ure for popu a-

the demographic and eco ogica parameters required for a co oniz-

Po echov and Barton s

tions to adapt at a narrower range of parameter conditions in terms

ing popu ation to adapt a ong an eco ogica gradient with those that

of gradient steepness and popu ation demography than predicted

a ow popu ation persistence

by the deterministic imit as observed by Brid e et a

We then exp ore for both these co onizing and estab ished
conditions the effect on oca adaptation of departures from inear
eco ogica gradients using either a steepening gradients charac-

| Limits to adaptation a ong non inear
ecological gradients

terized by an eco ogica gradient that becomes increasing y steeper
with distance from the centre and b inear gradients with parame-

At their most rea istic inear mode s of adaptation a ong eco ogica

ter conditions that generated un imited spread in Brid e et a

gradients typica y produce on y two outputs in most regions of pa-

but where the gradients are now interrupted by a f at centra portion

rameter space un imited species ranges adaptation everyone or

of variab e width where the optimum phenotype does not change

extinction adaptation nowhere This is in marked contrast to the

We show that the introduction of even narrow regions without

imited ranges that are ubiquitous in nature However eco ogica

change a ong a inear gradient prevents extinction However this

gradients in nature are rare y inear as perceived by the organisms

f at region a so generates sma areas of high popu ation density

themse ves and their a e es Instead they consist of patches of

that create the asymmetries in gene f ow that prevent adaptation

good habitat surrounded by habitat of rapid y decreasing suitabi ity

at the patch edge especia y where maximum popu ation sizes are

For these reasons eco ogists have questioned the re evance of mi-

arge This suggests that surprising y oca regions of sha ow gradi-

gration oad and the mode ing of inear gradients to g oba species

ent within inear eco ogica gradients can generate narrow species

margins in nature e g B ows
Keitt

Thomas

Hoffmann

Ho t

Ho t

Kunin

The study of non inear

ranges even for parameter va ues that wou d a ow adaptation a ong
uniform inear gradients This observation has imp ications for man-

steepening

gradients represents an

aging popu ations to maximize their evo utionary resi ience

important ink between gradient mode s where gene f ow and its
effects on genetic variance are an emergent property of popu ation
demography a ong an eco ogica gradient e g Barton
et a

Po echov

Marion

Barton

Brid e

| TH E S I M U L ATI O N M O D E L

and patch mod-

e s where discrete patches differ in carrying capacity and therefore

The basic mode is identica to the individua based simu ation de-

density and are subject to fixed probabi ities of connection by dis-

scribed in Brid e et a

persa Legrande et a

simu ated popu ation take p ace within a continuous region of maxi-

Instead rea eco ogica margins are

The evo utionary dynamics for the

ike y to invo ve both changes in the density of suitab e patches and

mum extent

variation in conditions within patches

a ong the ong x axis which is uniform with s ope b The area is

units There is an eco ogica gradient

A patch can be mode ed as an area in which eco ogica conditions

simu ated as a cy inder the edges of the second short y axis are

change progressive y with distance from the centre with the rate of

joined Individua s occupy the vertices of a grid and more than one

change increasing to the point where the patch margin is determined

individua can occupy any given position The mode either a fo -

by the popu ation s maximum rate of adaptation see But in Brid e
Kawata

Non inear gradients wi be c ose to rea ity in many

situations for examp e where mu tip e eco ogica factors interact at

ows the fate of a starting popu ation of
initia y distributed in the centra
ment co onizing start

individua s that are
units of the environ-

or b introduces a popu ation that is fu y

particu ar parts of an eco ogica gradient or where the trait mean

adapted across the entire gradient and a ows the simu ation to run

must change in a non inear way to match a inear gradient in some

from that point to test its stabi ity perfect start

abiotic factor such as temperature due to thresho d or interacting

The phenotype is determined by dip oid un inked bi a e ic oci

effects with other factors or the presence of other species e g

with additive effects that mutate symmetrica y at rate μ μ = 0.0001

Case Ho t McPeek

per ocus per generation un ess otherwise stated

Keitt

Mode ing oca adaptation a ong

steepening eco ogica gradients a so means that a stab e margin is

oci were used with a e ic effect α

a ways predicted at a critica eve of steepness based on the deter-

range

ministic predictions Barton

density of individua s N and oca carrying capacity K

as we as ana ytic predictions

For a

runs

maximum phenotypic

Popu ation growth is ogistic dependent on the oca

|
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For the co onizing start initia y N
phenotypes range from zopt

individua s individua

α to zopt + 2α where zopt is the op-

and hence the growth rate of the popu ation is the average over a
phenotypes

timum phenotype at the centre of the range For the perfect ad-

(
)
⟨
⟩
(̄z − Ux )2
V
N
rN = r[z,N] = rm 1 −
−
− P
K
2VS
2VS

aptation start the popu ation density was set at carrying capacity
throughout the range and spatia positions were drawn random y
from a uniform distribution Genotypes for these perfect y adapted
individua s were generated on the basis of c ine widths and spacing
predicted by Barton

using C

and R scripts avai ab e on re-

quest from the authors
Fema es choose mates from the ma es avai ab e within a finite
mating distance MD with a probabi ity proportiona to the fitness
of each ma e at its position on the eco ogica gradient This was fixed
at MD

see But in et a

for a description of the effect

of ma e dispersa on range expansion Offspring then disperse and
viabi ity se ection occurs after dispersa through the number of offspring produced by each fema e If no ma e is avai ab e within the
mating area the fema e eaves no offspring
The offspring of each fema e disperse to new positions in the
habitat with a Gaussian distribution of dispersa distances mean
and standard deviation D in uniform y distributed random directions
Since mating is a form of dispersa by ma es or their gametes
the
√
2
1
2
standard deviation of tota dispersa is given by TD = D + 2 SM
see Crawford

where SM is the expected distance between

mating partners when a fema e chooses from a circ e with radius
MD hence SM

MD

The expected distance σ a ong the x axis

is on y in one dimension hence σ

TD

The fitness of both sexes is determined by the same function
The number of offspring that a fema e eaves is drawn from a
Poisson distribution with mean WF = 2 + r F

N/K

s bx

z 2/2

assuming additive genetic variation and no environmenta or genetic
variation in phenotype
For an infinite popu ation the popu ation dynamics shou d approximate y match the continuous time mode described by equation
in Kirkpatrick and Barton

and if no inkage disequi ibria LD

are generated the evo ution of phenotype shou d fo ow the two a lele n oci mode of Barton

In our mode popu ation regu a-

tion occurs over discrete generations and popu ations are finite in
size therefore a owing stochastic effects on demography and a e e
frequency and the generation of ags
The program was written in C
by Kawata

deve oped from that introduced

and is avai ab e on request from the authors

Output from the simu ations for a given generation was ana ysed
using a script in R which ca cu ated genetic variance c ine widths for
each ocus popu ation density and the distribution of phenotypes for
a given portion of the range The scripts are a so avai ab e on request
from the authors To a ow direct comparison to the predictions of
Po echov and Barton

the foca individua was removed from

a ca cu ations of popu ation density for the runs shown in Figures
b

a and

et a

but it was retained e sewhere for comparison to Brid e
Note that regard ess of the form of the gradient the

carrying capacity K remains constant throughout the potentia geographica range so that gene f ow wi remain symmetrica across a
species ranges provided the optimum is matched everywhere

In our mode there are no random effects on death rates or

W

se ective morta ity These are determined precise y by the eco ogica
gradient and the oca popu ation density re ative to K. The maximum
rate of increase rm = r F/2; r F is set to
within a circ e of radius

K is the carrying capacity

around the foca individua N density is

the number of individua s in such a circ e Ux = b x is the phenotypic
optimum at the point x on the gradient occupied by the fema e The
parameter s measures the rate of dec ine in fitness for phenotypes
that depart from the optimum the strength of stabi izing se ection
VS is

s Here VS is set to

mum is either set to

and b the spatia gradient in the optidetermined by the sigmoid function or

interrupted by a f at centra region

| Non inear eco ogica gradients
We extended our inear mode s to exp ore adaptation a ong two
types of non inear gradient
1. Steepening gradient: a sigmoid rather than inear gradient in
se ective optimum

where

the optimum phenotypic va ue

changes with the cube of distance from the centre of the
simu ated range Here the uniform gradient in the phenotypic
optimum

Ux

x

was

rep aced

with

a

power

re ationship

Note that when drift and the effects of the margins are neg igib e increasing dispersa with constant gradient is equiva ent to

Ux = 64 +

increasing the gradient with constant dispersa by dispersa of a dis-

1.56(x − 16000)3
.
1011

tance σ fitness decreases by
b2 𝜎 2
2VS

This differs from the re ationship used by Po echov and Barton
and Po echov

which was exponentia in form with non-

zero centra s ope However since both represent smooth y increasThe growth rate of a particu ar phenotype is
(
)
(z − Ux )2
N
r[z,N] = rm 1 −
,
−
K
2VS

ing rates of environmenta change we do not expect this difference
to inf uence the thresho d gradient at which further adaptation is
prevented

|
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FIGURE
Evo ution a ong a inear eco ogica gradient a Compares outcomes from different starting conditions The grey sca e
background summarizes data from the co onizing start runs of Brid e et a
showing outcomes at generation
for five runs
for each parameter combination for popu ations initia y occupying on y the centre of the gradient ight grey un imited spread mid grey
imited spread dark grey extinction The points represent outcomes for
runs starting with a popu ation occupying the who e area and
perfect y adapted to the oca optimum at each point white environment fu y occupied b ack extinct grey mixed outcomes inc uding
cases where the popu ation fragmented The dashed ine is the deterministic imit of spread where popu ation density is reduced to zero
by variance oad even when the phenotypic mean matches the optimum Barton
b Compares
perfect adaptation runs with the
√
thresho d prediction from Po echov and Barton s
mode so id ine where B = 0.15N𝜎 s B is the effective environmenta gradient
N is the oca popu ation size σ is the dispersa distance and s is the se ection per ocus The popu ation is expected to persist on y for
dispersa distances be ow this thresho d In these simu ations the foca individua was removed from the ca cu ation of oca density for
comparison with the Po echov and Barton
mode Points fi ed as in a K is on og10 sca e in both figures

2. Flat-linear gradient: a uniform gradient of steepness b = 0.004
i e identica to the steepness of inear gradient used by Brid e
et a
b

which is interrupted by a centra f at portion
of width w

observed by Brid e et a

when popu ations were estab ished

from a centra starting position Popu ations on a inear gradient of
begun from a perfect y adapted condition can persist dis-

b

persa TD ess than

but co apse quick y with TD more than

regard ess of the va ue of carrying capacity K or the size of
For

we exp ored the effect of various parameter combinations

the starting popu ation Figure

a At TD ess than

persis-

on the critica gradient defined as the point at which the intrinsic rate

tence depends on K Extinction sti occurs from a perfect start as

of increase is zero given the oca distribution of phenotypes rF = 2

observed from co onization suggesting that for much of parameter

for N

measured at generation

For

we exp ored the pa-

rameter combinations of carrying capacity per ce K
TD

dispersa

and the width of the centra f at portion w

that a ow successfu co onization of the patch centre and then subse-

space stochastic effects during co onization do not affect niche expansion However perfect y adapted popu ations within the area of
parameter space that ed to imited adaptation Brid e et a
fragment and co apse as the trait c ine becomes increasing y sha -

quent spread throughout the range The majority of simu ations were

ow re ative to the gradient in the optimum The process of range

run for

co apse from a perfect y adapted start in this region of parameter

generations a though the behaviour of some parameter

combinations was tested for up to

generations

space can take more than

generations

The simu ated behaviour of popu ations a ong inear gradients

| R E S U LT S

away from the deterministic imit is qua itative y simi ar to the critica gradient predictions of Po echov and Barton

Figure b

However extinction occurs in our simu ations at ower va ues of dis-

| Co onization and oca adaptation a ong inear
ecological gradients

persa and carrying capacity associated with the higher variance and

Figure a shows that range co apse occurs even from a perfect y

et a

adapted start for a simi ar range of parameter combinations to that

suggest that imited adaptation shou d be stab e for a sma region of

ower density we observe at these parameter combinations Brid e
Po echov and Barton s

ana ytica predictions

|
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FIGURE
Examp e p ots of co onizing start simu ations at generation
for a a steepening and b a f at inear gradient with
spatia p ots of phenotypic mean and variance mean density and a e e frequencies estimated from spatia s ices of
units for carrying
capacity K
and dispersa TD
for a K and dispersa TD
with a f at centre width of
for b Predicted va ues for a
from Barton
are shown as so id ines
parameter space However we do not detect such a region of parameter space in our simu ations

popu ation to occupy a patch of suitab e habitat As the popu ation
expands through habitat at the centre of the patch where the environment changes gradua y in space its continued growth depends

| Co onization and adaptation a ong
steepening gradients

increasing y on its abi ity to adapt at the margins where the environment changes rapid y
For both steepening and f at inear forms of non inear gradient

For co onizing start conditions mode s of adaptation a ong steepen-

Figure a b respective y the starting popu ation is we adapted

ing eco ogica gradients exp ore the estab ishment and growth of a

to the centra part of the range and so shou d quick y co onize and
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FIGURE
a Critica gradients that define popu ation margins on a steeping gradient The critica gradient predicted by Po echov
and Barton
as in Figure b is compared to the critica gradient observed in our simu ations for different carrying capacities K and
dispersa TD Darker points indicate increasing K
circ es TD
diamonds TD
triang es TD
squares
TD
b Comparison of critica gradients for parameter combinations in a after
generations when simu ations are run from a
perfect adaptation start compared to from a co onizing start

expand throughout the sha ow or f at centra portion However for
a steepening gradient expansion shou d a ways stop at some distance from the centre where a critica rate of eco ogica change is

| Co onization and adaptation a ong a f at
linear gradient

reached By contrast in the case of a f at inear gradient the popu a-

Popu ations a ong f at inear gradients differ from a steepening gra-

tion shou d continue to expand a ong the inear part of the gradient

dient in that the shift in gradient steepness is abrupt it is an inter-

provided it can evo ve to pass the sudden change in gradient at the

ruption of an otherwise inear gradient These simu ations show

edge of the f at portion Note that for a of our f at inear runs we

that a remarkab y sma f at centra portion w consistent y prevents

use va ues for dispersa and carrying capacity that a ow un imited

adaptation from co onization for up to

adaptation a ong a comp ete y inear gradient of the same steepness

regions of parameter space Figure

This a ows us to assess the effect of an abrupt change in the gradi-

capacity K is high For examp e with dispersa TD

ent on oca adaptation

capacity K
units

Figure

carrying

bottom pane a f at centre of on y w = 100

of the mean dispersa distance can prevent spread of the

popu ation from the centre generating a finite range margin A ong

| Co onization and adaptation a ong
steepening gradients
As seen a ong inear gradients Brid e et a

Figure

generations for wide
particu ar y where carrying

interrupted gradients therefore higher popu ation density prevents
oca adaptation at the edges rather than making it more ike y as is
the

the case for the steepening gradient

critica gradient at which adaptation fai s increases as tota disper-

The constraining effect of interrupting the eco ogica gradient

sa decreases and as popu ation density determined by the carrying

is reduced at ower va ues of carrying capacity and dispersa For

capacity K becomes greater Figure a The va ue of this critica

examp e at K

gradient does not differ when popu ations co onise the centre of

f at portion needs to be about w

TD

Figure

top pane the width of the

the patch and spread as they adapt compared to when they are

from the range centre i e four times the mean dispersa distance

units to prevent spread

perfect y adapted a ong the entire eco ogica gradient at the start

By contrast at K

Figure b

tent y prevented even when its width is

Figure a compares our simu ations to predictions for the critica

e g at TD

and K

adaptation from the f at centre is consisof the dispersa distance

a centra width of

typica y prevents

mode The simu ated va ues

oca adaptation At ower carrying capacity and dispersa va ues

again show a qua itative pattern that fo ows ana ytica predictions

greater variance in outcome is a so observed among simu ations for

a though the quantitative mismatch tends to increase with ower

the same parameter va ues Figure

carrying capacity K

might spread to on y one side of the gradient on both sides or on

imit in Po echov and Barton s

For examp e the popu ation
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FIGURE
The effect of a f at portion
in the eco ogica gradient of width w on
range expansion from co onization at
generation
The behaviour of the
simu ations is summarized as fo ows i
LIGHT GREY fu spread ii DARK GREY
s ow spread a phenotypic c ine forms but
has not spread outside
x
by generation
iii MEDIUM GREY
spread on one side on y phenotypic
c ine forms but on y on one side of
the gradient iv BLACK no spread
popu ation remains confined around f at
portion of gradient with no phenotypic
c ine

neither side in the time avai ab e for each simu ation typica y

prevents extinction Even when dispersa is high the centra portion

generations

remains occupied when additiona simu ations were conducted at

Note that a though a remarkab y sma interruption to the in-

dispersa distances that wou d cause rapid extinction everywhere in

ear gradient can prevent oca adaptation from the centre it a so

inear mode s Figure a Centra popu ation density can a so rise to
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about twice that seen for the same dispersa and carrying capacity

these perfect y adapted runs are a owed to continue for up to

on the inear gradient because there is no increase in genetic variation and standing oad associated with dispersa at the f at centre

generations popu ations sometimes fragment at the edges
of the f at section for some parameter combinations especia y
where K and TD are high a though gene f ow between popu ations
typica y prevents this fragmentation asting for ong This suggests

| Comparing co onization versus persistence
a ong a f at inear gradient
Popu ations remain fu y adapted for at east

that a though the f at centra portion has systematic effects on oca
adaptation from co onization it on y rare y causes range co apse

generations if

when popu ations are initia y fu y adapted to the entire gradient

they are started from a perfect y adapted popu ation even for pa-

Simu ations of f at inear gradients from perfect y adapted start

rameter combinations that fai to spread from co onization Where

a ow exp oration of the reasons why popu ations fai adapt from
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FIGURE
Patterns of phenotypic mean density and genetic variance in simu ations from perfect y adapted start on eco ogica gradients
with a f at centra portion i ustrating the increase in variance near the edge of the f at area and its effects on adaptation and popu ation
density for different combinations of width w carrying capacity K and dispersa TD Upper pane s The position and width of the centra
f at portion w is shown by a so id ine above the observed trait mean Lower pane s Loca density is shown as open circ es oca genetic
variance by a so id ine Note that apart from b none of these parameter combinations were ab e to fu y spread from a co onising start see
Figure
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co onization even with ow widths of the f at centra region re ative

throughout their range rather than forming the ong ived but finite

to tota dispersa In parameter regions where co onization and sub-

species ranges observed in Brid e et a

sequent oca adaptation is prevented by the f at centre there is an

with Po echov and Barton

This resu t contrasts

who observe a sma region of

inf ation of variance at the point where the gradient steepens due to

parameter space that generates stab e finite ranges Our resu t sug-

the stronger effect of gene f ow at this position This reduces popu-

gests that in our co onizing simu ations finite ranges

ation density generating a density trough at these points Figure

tation

This effect is greater for higher dispersa compare Figure c and d

estab ishment of c ines in a e e frequency during range expansion

imited adap-

are a product of stochastic processes for examp e in the

and ess c ear at ower va ues of carrying capacity compare Figure a

Overa however the c ose match of these perfect start simu a-

and b It is difficu t to observe at va ues of w where spread is on y

tions with our co onizing start simu ations indicates that the arge

sometimes prevented e g for TD
compared with Figure

top pane

K

w

Figure a

area of parameter space where extinction is observed Figure

However the density trough

cannot be exp ained by stochastic processes associated with range

generated by the stepped gradient becomes very marked when the

expansion Instead fai ure to estab ish or maintain oca adaptation

f at centre is wider and carrying capacity is high For examp e in

and broader niches is due to the inabi ity of se ection to overcome

Figure e where w is more than twice the mean dispersa distance

genetic drift where popu ation density is reduced beyond a critica

gene f ow not on y inf ates variance and so reduces oca popu ation

point by migration oad Brid e et a

Po echov

Barton

density so increasing drift it a so generates ma adaptation oad due

Even with stochastic effects on a e e frequency and de-

to the mismatch of the oca trait mean to the optimum In addition

mography inear eco ogica gradients cannot easi y exp ain imited

as the f at centre widens w increases the popu ation density at the

ranges in nature

range centre approaches the carrying capacity K even when dis-

Our inear gradient simu ations qua itative y match the critica

persa is high The dynamics of these mode s therefore differ from

gradient predictions of Po echov and Barton

the inear gradient where dispersa has a simi ar effect on variance

adaptation occurs at s ight y ower gradient steepness and popu a-

and therefore popu ation density at a points a ong the range

a though ma -

tion density Figure b This may be due to nonuniform distributions
of individua s reduced se ection on ma es and or fai ure of fema es
to mate at ow densities given that genetic variance was higher

| D I S CU S S I O N

and density ower in our simu ations compared to ana ytica mode s
Brid e et a

We have extended our individua based simu ations Brid e et a

We previous y specu ated that this inf ated ge-

netic variance was due to greater than expected inkage disequi ib-

to inc ude tests of the stabi ity of popu ations that are a ready

rium based on va ues for LD that we estimated before rather than

perfect y adapted everywhere on an eco ogica gradient across a

after se ection had occurred However according to Fe senstein

range of gradient steepness popu ation density and mean dispersa

inkage disequi ibrium shou d return a most to zero fo owing

This approach tests the ro e of stochastic eco ogica and evo ution-

se ection meaning that this effect cannot exp ain our higher than

ary processes on the fai ure of popu ations to adapt a ong eco ogi-

expected eve s of genetic variation

ca gradients We have a so determined the parameter conditions

Po echov and Barton

exp ore imits to oca adaptation

that cause ma adaptation a ong two forms of non inear gradient and

in one dimensiona rather than two dimensiona space where the

compared resu ts for one of these to the ana ytica predictions of

effects of drift and dispersa and their interaction with se ection wi

Po echov and Barton

differ see Barton Depau is

Be ow we discuss these resu ts and

Etheridge

Po echov

consider their imp ications for practica interventions to increase

extended her critica gradient predictions to two dimensiona hab-

evo utionary potentia in popu ations and therefore the resi ience of

itats showing that dispersa in the second dimension weakens the

eco ogica communities to environmenta change

effect of drift so a owing adaptation at a greater range of parameter
va ues i e moving the critica carrying capacity to the right of the

| Adaptation a ong inear gradients

predictions in Figure b This effect of increased dimensiona ity is
therefore in the wrong direction to exp ain the discrepancy between

Simu ations that begin from a perfect y adapted state rapid y typi-

our simu ations and Po echov and Barton

ca y within

generations co apse in a most a the parameter

mismatch must be due to other differences between the mode s

combinations that showed extinction behaviour from a co onizing

However qua itative agreement between our mode s remains in that

start Figure a Simi ar y perfect y adapted popu ations were sta-

increasing popu ation size and reducing gene f ow makes oca adap-

b e in parameter space that previous y generated fu adaptation

tation overa more ike y

behaviour Brid e et a

Perfect y adapted popu ations took

onger to fragment and co apse c ose to boundary conditions and
on y co apsed after

generations for the arge carrying ca-

pacity high dispersa parameter combinations that characterized
the sma

meaning that the

region of imited adaptation parameter space from co -

onization In this region popu ations a ways eventua y co apsed

| Adaptation a ong steepening gradients
A simi ar resu t to the inear gradient was obtained where the ecoogica gradient was given a sigmoid steepening shape Figure a
A critica imit for niche expansion is a ways reached at some point

|
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beyond the ess rapid y changing centre of the range As above for

gradient or an area of habitat where a predator or competitor has

steepening gradients the behaviour of our simu ations from perfect

been exc uded Svenning et a

start Figure
Brid e et a

b is equiva ent to that observed from co onization
even when simu ations are run for up to

Spread from co onization can be prevented by a remarkab y
sma interruption to an eco ogica gradient even for as ong as

generations Again this resu t indicates that the fai ure to adapt

generations Figure

However when run from a perfect y

or to maintain an adapted state at eco ogica margins resu ts from

adapted start these popu ations remain stab e for up to

a fai ure of se ection to overcome drift caused by migration oad

generations This represents an important contrast with the other

rather than from the stochastic effects of co onization c ine estab-

gradient types suggesting that stochastic effects prevent expansion

ishment or popu ation dynamics In contrast to the inear gradients

from the range centre Another important contrast is that extinction

however a finite species range is a ways observed rather than ex-

never occurs at the range centre i e on the f at centra portion for

tinction everywhere because popu ations can a ways persist c ose

the parameter combinations tested F at inear gradients therefore

to the range centre where the eco ogica gradient is re ative y sha -

provide stab e patches for popu ation persistence whi e prevent-

ow In these regions popu ations maintain sizes that are c ose to

ing oca adaptation at their edges for a wider range of conditions

the carrying capacity of each patch because the inf ation of genetic

than inear gradients These simu ations therefore predict some-

variance due to gene f ow within these sha ow regions of eco ogica

what counter intuitive y that improved conditions at the centre of a

change is ow so reducing migration oad Figure a

patch or a region where the eco ogica gradient becomes sha ower

Figure a shows the match of our steepening gradient simu ation outcomes to the Po echov and Barton

one dimensiona

critica gradient prediction As with inear gradients our simu ations

e g a region of reduced dispersa or an e evationa gradient embedded within a atitudina gradient may prevent niche expansion
through oca adaptation at the patch edge

show a qua itative match in that higher popu ation densities and

Surprising y increasing carrying capacity has a qua itative y dif-

reduced dispersa a ow the popu ation trait mean to track steeper

ferent effect a ong a f at inear gradient than a ong a steepening or

oca eco ogica gradients This means that oca adaptation is pre-

inear gradient Instead of faci itating niche expansion adaptation

vented c oser to the patch centre when the habitat carrying capac-

a ong a f at inear eco ogica gradient is apparent y more difficu t

ity K and therefore the popu ation density is ower and dispersa

at higher carrying capacities For examp e at K

TD is higher However a ong steepening gradients ma adaptation

TD

with dispersa

the width of the f at portion needs to be at east

occurs at re ative y ower va ues of dispersa and carrying capac-

units to prevent spread from the range centre i e

ity than a ong inear gradients because of increased density at the

mean dispersa distance Figure

top pane

centre causing asymmetrica gene f ow and therefore swamping of

rying capacity K

oca adaptation at the point where the popu ation fai s to track the

on y

oca optimum The quantitative mismatch between our simu ations

the entire range from a co onizing start Figure

and ana ytica mode s Po echov

is genera y in the

This is despite the fact that perfect y adapted runs are stab e at both

same direction as for inear gradients and so is a so un ike y to be

these parameter conditions This contrasting effect of stochastic

exp ained by dimensiona ity However increasing carrying capacity

processes may be because a greater and more consistent differ-

Barton

units i e c

and dispersa TD

times the

By contrast at cara f at centre of width

mean dispersa prevents expansion across
bottom pane

tends to reduce this mismatch Figure a This suggests that sto-

ence in density from the centre to the edge is achieved at higher

chastic effects in regions of ow popu ation density possib y due to

carrying capacity and dispersa Figure

nonuniform distributions of ma es and fema es increase extinction

consistent y asymmetrica gene f ow that more effective y swamps

risk in our simu ations

oca adaptation at the edges A ong f at inear gradients therefore

a vs e

eading to more

stochastic effects may favour oca adaptation and niche expansion
by weakening the swamping effects caused by the oca inf ation

| Adaptation a ong f at inear
(interrupted) gradients

of genetic variance by dispersa and consequent increase in standing oad Abrupt changes a ong eco ogica gradients i e at habitat

In contrast to the gradients exp ored above stochastic popu ation

patch edges therefore seem high y effective in preventing adap-

processes during expansion consistent y prevent oca adaptation

tation This is true even for patches that are sma re ative to tota

a ong inear gradients that are interrupted by a region of habitat

dispersa For examp e our simu ations suggest that such patches

where the required trait mean does not change Within these re-

need on y be a quarter the width of mean dispersa per generation

gions gene f ow does not inf ate genetic variance or create stand-

provided the patches can support a high oca popu ation size at their

ing oad generating densities around the patch centre that a most

centre Limits to evo utionary responses caused by such non inear

match the oca carrying capacity Figure

gradients may therefore be especia y pervasive for sma

b In turn this gener-

ates strong asymmetrica gene f ow outward from the centre that
imposes a oad on edge popu ations In natura popu ations such

re ative y

mobi e organisms such as butterf ies
The predictions for steepening gradients from Po echov and

regions of reduced environmenta change might be generated by a

Barton

mountain ridge or area of deep water superimposed on a atitudina

ents because these estimate critica gradients based on a smooth

cannot be app ied direct y to the f at inear gradi-

|
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increase in the rate of environmenta change not on the effects of
abrupt changes in gradient

of genotypes p asticity may a so increase or reduce phenotypic
variance in different parts of the gradient Saxon O Brien
Brid e

| Re evance of oca adaptation in patches to
global range dynamics
The types of gradient mode ed here are more ike y to ref ect oca

potentia y increasing standing oad without neces-

sari y increasing evo utionary potentia Chevin Co ins

Lefevre

Our simu ations demonstrate that stochastic effects a ong noninear gradients have contrasting effects depending on how and

patch dynamics than g oba range dynamics Popu ations within

where the gradient changes A ong steepening gradients increas-

patches may adapt to oca conditions but be trapped by steepening

ing carrying capacity increases the critica gradient at which adap-

gradients as they expand away from the centre Patches may a so

tation fai s Figure a and so a ows the popu ation to expand its

differ in overa qua ity ref ected by their carrying capacity This

niche further into the steepening regions of eco ogica change at the

means that the evo utionary dynamics of oca patches each deter-

patch edge By contrast where a inear gradient is interrupted by a

mined by the interaction between genetic oad genetic variation and

f at region where gene f ow generates no standing oad stochastic-

popu ation demography wi drive arger sca e patterns of species

ity makes niche expansion more ike y apparent y by reducing the

persistence particu ar y during responses to eco ogica change

strength and consistency of the density gradient and swamping ef-

Steepening gradients provide an important bridge between pop-

fect generated by the abrupt change in the eco ogica gradient

u ation genetic mode s of adaptation a ong uniform gradients and
eco ogica rea ity where environmenta gradients are comp ex in
form but are genera y steeper at patch margins than within patches
At a range margin there is a so a arger sca e gradient in patch avai -

| Maximizing evo utionary responses in natura
populations

abi ity size and connectedness but these parameters are not con-

Our simu ations and simi ar mode s make important simp ifying as-

stants Instead they depend on oca adaptation within patches The

sumptions In particu ar our eco ogica gradients remain constant

more productive the patch the greater the density in the centre and

over

therefore the further out a ong the eco ogica gradient the patch

ab e for some abiotic gradients it is ess ike y where species inter-

margin wi form This arger and more eco ogica y resi ient patch

actions are strong e g Case et a

wi therefore act as a more effective source of co onists for other

where interactions occur between a e es from different species

s or

s of generations A though this might be reason-

Conna on

Singer

Parmesan

patches because of the greater number of individua s and the wider

e g Svensson

range of genotypes it supports This is because new patches can on y

of organisms may smooth or steepen eco ogica gradients oca y

be co onized successfu y if a nearby patch has sufficient genetic

Nadeau Urban

Brid e

or where behavioura responses
a

b In particu ar rapid changes

variation to host phenotypes sufficient y c ose to the optimum to

in biotic interactions e g due to prey switching or host switching

co onize the new patch

by predators or pathogens in some regions of c imatic space cou d
quick y create non inear eco ogica gradients Non inear eco ogica

| Empirica tests of these mode s

gradients wi a so occur where changes in some va ues for a given
trait require more a e ic substitutions than others because of non-

An important prediction of our simu ations and those of Po echov

additive genetic effects But in et a

and Barton

Meri

and Po echov

is that we shou d ob-

serve re ative y itt e ma adaptation across a species geographi-

Savo ainen Lascoux

It remains difficu t to obtain empirica measurements of the eco-

ca range Instead the genetic variation generated by gene f ow

ogica and genetic parameters necessary to predict where range

shou d a ow a popu ation to track the oca trait optima effec-

margins might occur Neverthe ess our simu ations do suggest some

tive y e g Fitzpatrick

unti some critica gradient

princip es for managing popu ations to maximize their evo ution-

is reached where the popu ation co apses generating either an

Reid

ary potentia In particu ar the surprising sensitivity of popu ation

abrupt edge in the case of a non inear gradient or extinction eve-

density to asymmetrica effects generated by varying gradients in

rywhere a ong a inear gradient Standing oad and genetic vari-

space even on sca es be ow the dispersa distance suggests that im-

ance shou d therefore increase and oca density dec ine as the

provements in patch centres might reduce adaptation towards patch

margin is approached even though the trait mean matches the

margins compromising the persistence of a popu ation in a patch

optimum However because the popu ation density wi be ow

and its potentia to act as a source of co onists for other patches

where variance causes popu ation co apse empirica estimates of

Improving habitat at patch centres might therefore reduce the geo-

genetic variance density and trait mean are cha enging Brid e

graphica range of target popu ations Assisted migration and hab-

Gavaz

O Brien Higgie Reyno ds Hoffmann

itat improvements shou d therefore focus on patch margins rather

Brid e

Kennington

In our f at inear simu ations we can infer the crit-

than on their centres which wou d reduce the density gradient and

ica va ues for these parameters on y because popu ations that fai

asymmetry in gene f ow at the patch edge so he ping popu ations

to spread from co onisation Figure

to adapt past the demographic sink created by an abrupt change in

perfect y adapted state Figure

persist when started from a
The environmenta sensitivity

the environmenta gradient
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Such efforts wou d be especia y important for organisms where
the eco ogica gradient varies in space at a fine sca e re ative to individua mobi ity and where oca popu ation densities can vary wide y
Simi ar y for steepening but continuous gradients if conservation
efforts focus on improving conditions at patch centres gradients at
the edge wi be made steeper which wi reduce the occupied area
Therefore for both f at inear and steepening gradients improving
the margin even if it cannot be brought to the same qua ity as the
centre wi increase the area of eco ogica space occupied by the
popu ation This wi in turn increase genetic variation at the centre
even if it reduces centra density so increasing evo utionary resi ience to ongoing environmenta change and the potentia of the patch
to act as a source for re co onization of other eco ogica patches
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